Dear parents,
On our first unit of inquiry, Who We Are, we learned about food and culture.We
discovered the connection between these two through different stories of countries
around the world. We watched some videos about what people eat for the meals of
the day and made a paper breakfast of what we read.
We studied the food pyramid and made one together, watched videos of healthy
diets and tried to have healthier ones. We now know exercising is a must if we want
to stay healthy and now we are trying to start our days with 7-10 minutes of some
work out.
On unit 1 of math, on York Mathematics 3A, we started with different kinds of graphs.
We made graphs of our own and then we went through patterns. We tried to find
patterns and continued with problem solving. In problem solving, we managed to
organize data and then find the answer to the question.We started understanding
number sense and place value. There we also covered the data and place value
units of oxford mathematics and some pages of Canadian Curriculum were sent on
our groups on social networks for the boys to complete as their homework or on their
offline sessions.
For language arts, we started with unit 1 of our language arts booklet and went
through to unit 4, there also are some videos and interactive games related to the
lessons right on the school’s website.
For our library sessions, which are offline, we started with watching videos of stories
on Storyline Online that you can find on the moodle and along with it we covered the
books on Tumble books, reading the books and taking the quizzes right away.

You can find all of the files mentioned above on the school’s website, follow
everyday lessons on classdojo stories and find everyday homework on classdojo
activities.

For ICT, we began with typing on Word and then how to use some tools
on that and the boys completed 1 file and handed it in on classdojo.

